




BOLD BAKING TIPS 

)( To create the cookie crumbs for the base simply take the cream filling out of the Oreos and blend them in a food 
processor until you have fine crumbs. 

)( Instead of Oreos, you can use regular or chocolate Graham crackers or Digestive biscuits. 

)( This recipe calls for bittersweet chocolate but for a less intense experience you can use semi-sweet chocolate. 

)( Learn more about chocolate & the best ways to use it here in my Ultimate Guide to the Different Types of 

Chocolate. 

)( If you are traveling with this pie or bringing it on a picnic, bring the whipped cream in a separate container and 
wait until you have arrived to top the pie. 

)( Try adding 2 tablespoons of cognac or cointreau to the ganache before whipping for an even more decadent 
experience. 

)( You can make this pie gluten free by replacing the crumb crust with a nut crust mix 2 cups (8 oz/225 g) ground 
nuts of your choice (walnuts and hazelnuts are great choices) with 2 tablespoons granulated sugar and 5 
tablespoons (2½ oz/71 g) melted butter. Press into a pie pan and let chill for 2 hours before filling. 

https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/types-of-chocolate-guide/
https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/homemade-graham-crackers/
https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/homemade-digestive-biscuits/
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Spoon half of the soaked berries over the biscuit evenly. Followed by half whipped cream mixture spread evenly. 
Repeat the process with the second layer of dipped ladyfingers, berries and remaining cream mixture. 
Cover and refrigerate for about 2-4 hours so the flavors can marry and the dessert can set. 

Before serving, sprinkle over almonds, extra fruit and dust with powderedsugar. Store leftovers cover and in the 
fridge for up to 1 day. 

BOLD BAKING TIPS 

)( If you can't find mascarpone, you can easily make it at home yourself with my recipes for Homemade 

'.@- C) when you are ready to use it. It will., .. , 

Mascarpone Cheese. 

Have your mascarpone at room temperature (around 68° F/20°C-74° F/23°

combine into the cream so much easier. 

Make sure your cream has a high fat content that is good for whipping to stiff peaks, something over 30%. 

This is truly a special dessert just for the summer when berries are at their best and most flavorful. Off season 
berries don't have very much flavor and frozen berries cannot be substituted as they will break down too much 
when they defrost. 

Check out local farmer's markets if there are any near you -you might find regional berries unique to your area 
that you can use instead for some or all of the berries in this recipe. 

If you can't get your hands on lady fingers do not worry! I have a simple recipe for making them yourself at 
home. They are better than store bought. Here is my Homemade Ladyfingers recipe. And I even have this Egg-
Free Ladyfingers recipe for those of you who need it! 

� You can use chambord or grand marnier in place of the Creme De Cassis if that's what you have on hand. 

Turn this into a very special portable picnic dessert by building them in individual lidded mason jars. Be sure to 
pack them in a good quality cooler with plenty of ice packs! 

https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/mascarpone-cheese-recipe/#wprm-recipe-video-container-22638
https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/egg-free-ladyfingers/
https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/egg-free-ladyfingers/
https://www.biggerbolderbaking.com/homemade-ladyfingers/
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